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January 18, 1990

1CAN019011

IU. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
{Document Control Desk

Mail Station P1-137
Washington, D. C. 20555

I
SUBJECT: Arkansas-Nuclear One - Unit 1 1

Docket No. 50-313 !

License No. DPR-51
Licensee Event Report No. 50-313/89-047-00

i

Gentlemen: '

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B), attached is the subject report
concerning the Reactor Cociant' System temperature being increased above
250 degrees with oxygen concentration greater than allowed by Technical
Specifications due to inadequate procedural guidance,
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-|Very truly yours,

i

E. C. Ewing
General Manager,
Technical Support
and Assessment

ECE/RHS/sgw
iAttachment i

cc: Regional Administrator
i

Region IV
j

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
;611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000 '

Arlington, TX 76011
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Form 1062.01A

NRC Form 366 U.$. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(9-83) Approved OMB No. 3150-0104

Expires: B/31/85
L1CENSEE EVENT REPORT (L E R)

FACILITY NAME (1) Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit One
~

IDOCKET NUMBER (2) |PAGE (3)
10151010101 31 11 31110Fl013

11TLE (4) Reactor Coolant System Temperature Increased Above 250 Degrees whh svgen Concentration
( Greater than Technical Specifications Limit Due to Inadequate Procedural Guidance
1

| EVENT DATE (5) | LER NUMBER (6) | REPORT DATE (7) | OTHER FACILITIES ]NVOLVED (8) ,

| | | | | |Sequentiell IRevision| | | | | |

| Month! Day | Year lYear | | Number | | Number IMonthi Day lYear i Facility Names 100cket Number (s)
| | | | | | | | | | | | 10151010101 1 I
| 11 21 11 91 81 91 81 91--! 01 41 71--| Of 01 01 Il 11 81 91 Of

.
10151010101 1 I

| OPERATING l ITHIS REPORT IS SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFR 8:
1 MODE (9) | N1 (Check one or more of the followina) (11)
| POWER) |_| 20.402(b) |_| 20.405(c) |_t 50.73(a)(2)(iv) |_t 73.71(b)

LEVELI |_l 20.405(a)(1)(1) |_| 50.36(c)(1) |_| 00.73(a)(2)(v) |_| 73.71(c),

| (10) 1010101 | 20.405(a)(1)(ti) |_ I 50.36(c)(2) | _ | 50.73(a)(2)(v11) |_| Other (Specify in
| _| 20.405(a)(1)(111) |J i 50.73(a)(2)(1) l_| 50.73(a)(2)(v111)(A)| Abstract below and,

i l_ | 20.405(a)(1)(iv) l_1 50.73(a)(2)(ii) |_ | 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(B)I in Text, NRC Form I
l

l i 20.405(a)(1)(v) | | 50.73(a)(2)(iii) | I 50.73(a)(2)(x) 1 366A)
LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER (12)

Name | Telephone Number
| Area |

Larry A. Taylor, Nuclear Safety and Licensing Specialist | Code |
1510111916141-13111010

COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACH COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRIBED IN THIS REPORT (13)
| | | |Reportablel | | | 1 (Reportablel

CauselSystemi Component |Manufacturert to NPRDS I ICauselsysteml Component IManufactureel to NPRDS I
I I I i i | 1 1 l | 1,

I l | I I I I l | I I I l | I I I i l 1 1 I | | |
'

l i I l l I l i l I l
_

'

I l 1 1 I I I I I I | | t | | | t | I | 1 l i I |
SUPPLEMENT REPORT EXPECTED (14) | EXPECTED | Monthi Day IYear

_ | SUBMISSION | | |l'1 Yes (if yes, complete Expected Submission Date) IXl No | DATE (15) | I I I I i
ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately fifteen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

On December 19, 1989, at approximately 0240, during plant heatup in preparation for reactor startup,
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature was increased above 250 degrees with oxygen concentration
exceeding the limit specified by the plant's Technical Specifications. Technical Specification 3.1.5.1
specifies that oxygen concentration shall not exceed 0.1 parts per million (ppm) whenever RCS temperature
is above 250 degrees. Plant heatup was initiated at approximately 0039 on December 19 by starting reactor
coolant ptzps (RCP) P-32C and P-320. At approximately 0240, RCS temperature increased above 250 degrees.
A chemistry sample analyzed at 0810 on December 19 showed RCS oxygen concentration to be 2.0 ppm.
Preparations were immediately made and hydrazine addition was initiated at 0925. Oxygen concentration
was reduced to less than 0.1 ppe by 1430 on December 19. The root cause of this event was determined
to be inadequate procedural guidance. The ANO-1 Plant Startup Procedure did not give specific guidance
with respect to verifying RCS chemistry after the RCPs were started. The operators had verified RCS'
oxygen concentration using the results of a sample taken before the RCPs were started which did not
give an accurate representation of RCS oxygen concentration. The Plant Startup procedure will be
revised by February 15, 1990, to require a chemistry Department signoff verifying the establishment of
RCS chemistry af ter the RCPs are started and before increasing RCS temperature above 250 degrees.
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Form 1062.01B
NRC Form 366A U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Expires: 8/31/85

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION

FACitlTY NAME (1) | DOCKET NUMBER (2) i t[R NUMBER (6) 1 PAGE (3)
l I l ISequentiall IRevision|

Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit On* | . | Yeart i Number i i Number |- r

10151010101 31 11 31 81 91--I 01 41 71--I 01 Ol01210Fl013 '

TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

A. Plant Status

At the time of this event, Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 1 (AND-1) was shutdown in the heatup mode
with Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCP) P-32C and P-32D in operation. Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
(AB) temperature was 250 degrees.

B. Event Description

On December 19, 1989, at approximately 0240, during plant heatup in preparation for reactor
startup RCS temperature was increased above 250 degrees with oxygen concentration greater than.
allowed by the plant's Technical Specifications.

Technical Specification 3.1.5.1 specifies that oxygen concentration shall not exceed 0.1 parts
per million (PPM) whenever RCS temperature is above 250 degrees. Additionally, Technical
Specification 3.1.5.2 states that during operation above 250 degrees, if any of the
specifications in 3.1.5.1 are exceeded, corrective actions shall be initiated within 8 hours to
restore the neraal operating limits. If the concentration limit is not restored within 24 hours
after initiation of corrective actioAs, the reactor shall be placed in a cold shutdown condition
using normal procedures.

At 0039 on December 19, 1989, with RCS temperature at approximately 176 degrees, plant heatup
was initiated by starting RCPs P-32C and P-32D. At 0240, RCS temperature increased above 250
degrees. At 0810 oh December 19, a chemistry analysis determined that RCS oxygen concentration
was 2.0 ppm. The applicable Limiting Condition for Operation was entered and preparations were
made to add hydrazine to the RCS to bring oxygen concentration within the Technical Specification
limit of 0.1 ppm. At 0925, addition of hydrazine was initiated and at 1430 on December 19, chemical
analysis verified oxygen concentration to be within Technical Specifications limits at 40 parts
per billion.

C. Safety Significance

The Bases for the ANO-1 Technical Specifications state that the limits specified for oxygen,
chlorides and fluorides are at least an order of magnitude below those concentrations which could

| result in damage to materials found in the RCS, even if maintained for an extended period of
| time. Oxygen concentration was out of specification for approximately 12 hours, which is less
| than the time allowed by Technical Specification 3.1.5.2 for recovery. During this time, RCS

temperature was not increased above 308 degrees and chlorides and fluorides were within specifications.
Considering the above, and the time dependent nature of any adverse effects arising from oxygen or
halogen concentrations in excess of the limits, the safety significance of this condition is
considered minimal.

D. Root Cause

The ANO 1 " Plant Startup" procedure requires that, before increasing RCS temperature above 200
degrees, RCS chemistry be established in accordance with 7echnical Specification 3.1.5 or verification
that it has been previously performed. At this point in the procedure, the operators verified
that RCS chemistry was within specifications by reviewing the most recent chemistry analysis,
which showed RCS oxygen concentration to be less than 5 parts per billion. However, this sample

! had been taken at 1530 on December 18, while the Decay Heat Removal System was in service, and was
! not representative of the overall system oxygen concentration. This was due to the higher oxygen
I concentration in the stagnant RCS loops. When the RCPs were started to initiate heatup, the
i coolant was homogeneously mixed. The next sample, which was taken at 0810 on December 19, was

representative of RCS oxygen concentration. Although this condition has not occurred previously,
it was determined that the guidance provided by the ' Plant Startup' procedure with respect to the
establishment of RCS chemistry was not sufficiently specific. Therefore, the root cause of this
event is considered to be inadequate procedural guidance.
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TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17)

E. Basis for Reportability

$1nce RCS temperature was increased above 250 degrees with OKygen concentration greater than the
limit specified in Technical Specification 3.1.5.1, this condition is considered reportable in
accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) as operation in a condition prohibited by the plant's
Technical Specifications.

F. Corrective Actions
i

At 0925, addition of hydrazine was initiated and at 1430 on December 19, chemical analysis
verified oxygen concentration to be within Technical Specifications limits.

The ' Plant $tartup' procedure will be revised by February 15, 1990, to require a signoff by Plant
Chemistry verifying the RCS oxygen concentration is less than 0.1 ppe after starting the RCPs and
prior to increasing RCS temperature above 250 degrees. This procedure changs should prevent the-
occurrence of similar events. There are no ANO-1 shutdowns anticipated pt f or to this date.

The ANO-2 ' Plant Startup' procedure presently requires a Chemistry Department signoff verifying
that oxygen concentration is less than 0.1 ppm after the RCPs are running and prior to heatup
above 250 degrees.

G. Additional Information

There have been no .orevious similar events reported regarding plant heatup with RCS chemistry
greater than Technical Specifications limits.

Energy industry Identification System codes are indicated in the text as (XX).
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